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Hybrid Search and the Dial-A-Ride Problem with Transfer
Scheduling Constraints

Jörn Schönberger

Abstract In a conventional dial-a-ride-system passengers are movedwith the same
vehicle between their pickup and their drop-off location. In a dial-a-ride-system with
transfer, it is possible (or even standard) that passengerschange the vehicle once or
several times. Transfer Scheduling Constraints (TSC) are imposed in order to ensure
that the comfort of the transfer remains on an acceptable level by avoiding too short
or too long transfer times but also for limiting the total riding time between the ini-
tial pickup location to the final destination. In this contribution, we investigate the
dial-a-ride-problem with transfer scheduling constraints (DARP-TSC) as an example
for routing scenarios with TSC. We provide initial insightsinto the consequences of
introducing TSCs using computational experiments with a memetic algorithm meta-
heuristic.

Keywords dial-a-ride· transfer planning· mathematical programming· metaheuris-
tic · memetic algorithm

1 Introduction

The acceptance of public transport systems mainly depends on the service level it
provides to passengers. In urban areas regular services following a previously pub-
lished timetable form an appropriate operation mode to serve individual origin-to-
destination demand (OD-demand). In rural areas but also in some suburban areas or
during night or other periods with low demand, on-demand services are often used
to replace or enrich the regularly executed timetable-based transport services. Beside
large vehicles, mini-buses or taxis are deployed in response to a customer pre-booking
via online-platforms or via call-ins. These services are called dial-a-ride services and
the resulting dispatching problem is referred to as the dial-a-ride problem (DARP).

J. Scḧonberger
Technische Universität Dresden
Tel.: ++49 (0)351 463-36815
E-mail: joern.schoenberger@tu-dresden.de



In a conventional dial-a-ride-system passengers are movedwith the same vehicle
between their pickup and their drop-off location. In a dial-a-ride-system with transfer,
it is possible (or obligatory) that passengers change the vehicle once or several times.
In this paper, we assume that there is one central transfer hub. This hub is used by
all passengers that travels from a pickup location situatedin regionA to a destina-
tion situated in another regionB. Inbound passengers going to the hub are collected
from their pickup points and are brought to this transfer hubwhere they change the
vehicle. The outbound passengers going out from the hub are then distributed to their
indicated individual drop-off points.

The scheduling of inbound and outbound services at the transfer hub come along
with several challenges that increases the complexity of the underlying routing prob-
lem. Obviously, it is necessary that the inbound passengersarrive at the transfer hub
before their associated outbound service leaves the hub. Furthermore and for the rea-
son of offering a quite high service and comfort level to the passengers changing the
vehicle there are constraints that have to be considered during the transfer planning.
In this article, we are going to focus on the following two service-oriented require-
ments (i) The total transfer time must not exceed a given threshold. Here, the transfer
time includes the riding time from the pickup location to thehub, the waiting/transfer
time at the hub as well as the riding time for the distributionon board of the outbound
vehicle (maximal OD-transfer timeODmax) (ii) A least transfer timeT T mix has to be
ensured for all passengers in order to enable elder persons or persons with limited
mobility a comfortable and relaxed transfer between the inbound and the outbound
service providing vehicle.

The here reported research proposes adequate constraints that can enrich mathe-
matical optimization models of the DARP leading to a model for the Dial-A-Ride-
Problem with Transfer Scheduling Constraints (DARP-TSC).In addition to previous
work on dial-a-ride-problems with transfers we particularly address customer con-
venience. Therefore, the maximal OD-riding time as well as the least transfer time
have to be considered during the route compilation as well asduring the schedule
construction. The primary research question addressed in this paper is:What are the
quantitative impacts of considering customer-convenience related aspects on travel
distances, vehicle operation times and the number of neededvehicles?

We start with description of the DARP-TSC in Section 2. Section 3 addresses the
development of a metaheuristic for the DARP-TSC. We report and analyze results
from initial computational experiments with the DARP-TSC in Section 4.

2 Dial-A-Ride-Problem with a Central Transfer Hub

2.1 Related Literature

Crainic (2000) defines three phases of transport planning. Network design (long
term), network configuration (mid term) and network deployment (short term). Typ-
ical applications of the DARP-TSC are found in the two lattermentioned planning
phases. Network configuration comprises the installation of regularly served transport
connections between nodes of a network. In this context, DARP-TSCs must be solved



in order to achieve an overview about the network performance. Network deployment
comprises the decision about the routes of vehicles betweenpairs of nodes through
the network in case that explicit transport demand specifiedby different customers
(requests) is known.

Splitting a request is an option that can be drawn to improve aplanning objective
function value. Instead of one request two concatenated request must now be handled.
It is beneficiary to split a request and assign different parts of a request to different
vehicles that commonly deliver the complete request to a customer site e.g. if the
capacity utilization degree of a vehicle can be increased. Such a situation is called
a vehicle routing problem with split deliveries (Archetti and Speranza (2008)). In a
DARP-TSC splitting an OD-request into a collection as well as a distribution request
is not part of the problem. An OD-request is split into the collection (or inbound)
request and the distribution (or outbound) request before the route construction is ini-
tiated. However, the interdependency between the two requests has to be considered
during route construction and schedule building. The pair of collection request and
distribution request is called a (complex) order (Schönberger, 2015a). The coordina-
tion of activities or operations executed commonly by different vehicles at a network
node is investigated so far for terminal nodes in a transhipment or cross-docking ap-
plications (Bredstr̈om and R̈onnqvist, 2008).

Drexl (2012) uses the term synchronization to describe the need to consider any
type of coordination between different entities in a transport network. He classifies
the synchronization requirements that appear in transportlogistics into five cate-
gories.Task synchronizationis required in the event that several resources (e.g. ve-
hicles) must fulfill a demand cooperatively (like in the split delivery vehicle routing
problem). If loading or unloading operations must be coordinated by time and/or lo-
cation then this coordination is referred to asoperation synchronization. Movement
synchronizationmeans that two or even more resources (vehicles) must use thesame
path like in truck-trailer applications Drexl (2014). If cargo is interchanged between
vehicles thenload synchronizationis needed andresource synchronizationaddresses
the situation when two or more vehicles use (”share”) the same (scarce) resource(s).
According to this classification, DARP-TSC claim a kind of task and/or operation
synchronization.

The dial-a-ride-problem (DARP) belongs to the class of vehicle routing problems
(Golden et al, 2008) and it is a special case of the capacitated pickup and delivery
problem surveyed by Parragh et al (2008). A survey of DARPs isgiven by Cordeau
and Laporte (2007). Scheduling constraints mainly addresstime windows for pickup
and delivery operations at customer sites Mues and Pickl (2005). The incorporation
of transfers into DARP is investigated by Masson et al (2014)as well as Deleplanque
and Quilliot (2013).

2.2 Informal Problem Statement

We consider an on-demand public transport service system like a night bus or a ser-
vice for handicapped persons. This system offers a demand-responsive transport of
individuals as well as groups of passengers from a customer specified pickup loca-



tion to a customer specified drop-off location. An individual customer demando is
described by the order(po,do,co), wherepo (do) represents the customer specified
pickup (drop-off) location andco gives the number of passengers to be transported be-
tweenpo anddo. The considered dial-a-ride system covers an area that is partitioned
into two regionsA andB. An order falls into one of the following four categories
depending on the position of the pickup as well as of the delivery location: (i) anAA-
ordero starts and terminates in regionA, i.e. po,do ∈A . These orders are collected in
OAA (ii) A BB-ordero starts and terminates in regionB, i.e. po,do ∈ B. These orders
are collected inOBB (iii) An AB-ordero starts in regionA and terminates in region
B, i.e. po ∈ A anddo ∈ B. These orders are collected inOAB (iv) A BA-ordero
starts in regionB and terminates in regionA , i.e. po ∈ B anddo ∈ A . These orders
are collected inOBA.

All available orders are collected in the setO := OAA ∪OBB ∪OAB ∪OBA. There
is a fleetV of m vehicles (buses, mini vans with passenger seats or even taxis) avail-
able to serve the orders. Each vehicle is allowed to operate only into one specific
region. Some of these vehicles can only be used to serve orders in regionA . These
vehicles are collected in the sub-fleetV A. The remaining vehicles form the sub-fleet
V B. These vehicles can only be assigned to requests within region B. The fixed as-
signment of a vehicle to a region is caused by the source of funding. Sponsoring or
public funding requires the strict assignment of a vehicle to regional demand. An-
other reason is the fact that different bus operators have contracts for one region only.
In order to provide inter-regional transport services starting from region A and ter-
minating in regionB a transfer pointH is introduced. Passengers going from region
A to B have to change the vehicle atH. That is, anAB-order is split into anAA-
collection-request frompo to H and anBB-distribution request originating fromH
and terminating indo. Similarly, a BA-order is split up. EachAB-order o consists
of two requestsro

A := (po;H;co) andro
B := (H;do;co). We call all requests starting

and terminating inA ∪H a type-A-requestand a request starting and terminating in
B∪H a type-B-request.

In a DARP-TSC with a given set of ordersO a trip is generated for each vehicle.
This trip of vehiclev is a path that starts at the initial position ofv, serves all received
requests and finally terminates at the terminus point of vehicle v. The following con-
ditions must be met by a feasible route (C1) the pickup location of a request must be
visited before the corresponding drop-off position is visited (C2) the limited capacity
of the vehicle must not be exceeded (C3) a vehicle can only be assigned to a request
that is situated into its operational area (C4) all vehicleshave to return finally to their
starting positions afterMSmax time units (C5) the operation synchronization require-
ments must be respected, e.g. least and maximal transfer times have to be considered
and the total ride span must not be exceeded.

An example of the DARP-TSC with 6 orders is shown in Fig. 1. Here, regionA
is formed by the nodes{A+;B+;C+;D−;E−;F−}. The second regionB is formed
by the nodes{A−;B−;C−;D+;E+;F+}.

There are six ordersoA := (A+;A−;1), oB := (B+;B−;1), oC := (C+;C−;1),
oD := (D+;D−;1), oE := (E+;E−;1), oF := (F+;F−;1) each comprising one per-
son. These six orders are represented by the narrow dashed arcs. According to the
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Fig. 1 DARP-TSC example with transfer hubH and 6 orders

previous definitions, the first three orders are defined to beAB-orders and the remain-
ing three orders are classified asBA-orders.

From the six inter-region orders we derive six type-A-requests (printed as contin-
uous thick arcs in Fig. 1) as well as six type-B-requests which are represented by the
dotted thick arcs in Fig. 1). A least distance set of trips is searched.

We assume that each of the two regionsA andB provides two vehicles of ca-
pacity 3. The coordination of the schedules of vehicle operations at the transfer hub
H requires particular attention. First, arrival as well as leaving times of the two ve-
hicles contributing to the fulfillment of an order have to be coordinated in order to
ensure that the passenger transfer can be realized. Here, the inbound request oper-
ation atH associated with ordero must be finished before the associated outbound
operation associated witho is initiated. Second, in order to offer transfer passengers
a comfortable change of vehicles, a least transfer timeT T min is required between the
associated inbound as well as outbound service. Third, the waiting time of a passen-
ger at the transfer hubH is limited by T T max time units. Fourth, the total service
time of an order (OD-transfer time), which is the time between the pickup up and the
drop-off must not exceed a given threshold valueODmax. The DARP-TSC searches



for a set of trips of the four vehicles with a minimal sum of travel distances so that
the aforementioned synchronization requirements are met.

2.3 Mixed-Integer Linear Program: Operation Synchronization Constraints

The DARP-TSC can be modeled as a generalized capacitated vehicle routing prob-
lem. Scḧonberger (2015b) discusses a mixed-integer linear programfor a variant of
the capacitated vehicle routing problem in which the starting times of the two deliv-
ery operations associated with a complex order must not differ by more than a given
number of time units. In the following, we replace these synchronization constraints
by a set of constraints representing the aforementioned operation (task) synchroniza-
tion requirements.

Let o := (r1;r2) ∈ O be a complex order. For the remainder of this paper the
first requestr1 is the collection request andr2 represents the associated distribution
request. In case that the tripler = (p+r ; p−r ;cr) represents a request thenp−1 as well as
p+2 coincide with the central transfer hubH.

The binary decision variableyrv equals 1 if and only if requestr is assigned to ve-
hiclev. Four different operation times are stored as continuous non-negative decision
variablesativ represents the arrival time of vehiclev at nodei. Similarly, we store the
operation starting timesstiv, the operation completion timectiv and the leaving time
ltiv. Node duplication enables the multiple visit of a location.

ctp−1 ,va
+T T min ≤ stp+2 ,vb

+(2− yr1,va − yr2,vb) ·M ∀o = (r1;r2) ∈ O,va,vb ∈ V (1)

stp+2 ,vb
≤ stp−1 ,va

−T T max +(2− yr1,va − yr2,vb) ·M ∀o = (r1;r2) ∈ O,va,vb ∈ V (2)

ctp−2 ,vb
− stp+1 ,va

≤ ODmax +(2− yr1,va − yr2,vb) ·M ∀o = (r1;r2) ∈ O,va,vb ∈ V (3)

Constraint (1) ensures that at leastT T min time units are left between the com-
pletion of the unloading operation associated with the inbound vehicleva ∈ V and
the start of boarding into the outbound vehiclevb ∈ V . The consideration of con-
straint (2) ensures that at mostT T max time units are left between the completion of
the unloading operation associated with the inbound vehicle va ∈ V and the start
of the boarding into the outbound vehiclevb ∈ V . No more thanODmax time units
are scheduled between the initial pickup time and the final delivery of the passenger
associated with ordero (3).

2.4 Decision Model Validation

We have applied the CPLEX-solver to different instances of the DARF-TSC. Fig. 2
contains an optimal trip set for the example introduced above in Fig. 1. Only the
least transfer timeT T min := 10 must be considered as TSC. In the optimal solution,
two vehicles are deployed in regionA (continuously drawn arcs as well as dotted
arcs) but only one vehicle is deployed in regionB (dashed arcs). First, vehicle 1
(continuous arcs) pickups up passengers fromB+, A+as well asC+ and brings them
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Fig. 2 DARP-TSC example: optimal solution with minimal transfer timeT T min = 10 time units and
T T max = ∞ (no maximal waiting time)

to the transfer pointH where they arrive at time 245. From here, they left at 255 with
vehicle 3 (dashed arcs) which first drops off passengers atA−, B− andC−. After that,
it picks up the passengers fromF+, E+ andD+. These transfer passengers arrives
at the transfer pointH at time 668 and after 10 time units vehicle 2 (dotted arcs)
brings them to their destinations in regionA . The total sum of trip lengths is 845.63
distance units.

Tab. 1 gives an insight into the observed pickup timestp, drop-off timestd as
well as the resulting OD-transfer timestOD observed in different experiments. The
first experiment represents the unlimited case without any control of the OD-transfer
length or the trip duration. A minimal transfer time of 10 time units is guaranteed.
In the second experiment, we limit the OD-transfer time to 300 time units. Here, this
constraint can be met by reversing the route of one of the deployed vehicle 2 in region
A . The overall travel distances remains the same but the makespan of the schedule
is slightly increased.

Compared to the limitation of the OD-transfer time we observe significant sched-
ule changes if we limit the schedule makespan to 700 time units. Now, a second
vehicle is operated into regionB (Fig. 3), whose deployment leads to a significant



Table 1 Pickup times, drop off times and OD-transfer times

T T min 10 10 10
ODmax ∞ 300 ∞
MSmax ∞ ∞ 700
order tp td tOD tp td tOD tp td tOD

A 107 333 226 79 333 254 107 333 226
B 78 351 273 107 351 244 78 379 301
C 162 365 203 162 365 203 163 365 202
D 583 707 124 584 837 253 196 320 124
E 540 758 218 540 786 246 153 371 218
F 482 819 337 481 724 243 95 433 338

obj. 845 845 933
makespan 819 837 432
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Fig. 3 DARP-TSC example: optimal solution with minimal transfer timeT T min = 10 time units and
MSmax = 700

increase of the travel distance of the fleet to 933 length units. However, the makespan
of the schedule is reduced down to 432 time units.



3 Metaheuristic Approach

We have seen in the previously reported experiments that even small instances of the
proposed analytic decision model require huge computational resources. Therefore,
the setup of a heuristic search algorithm for the identification of high quality ap-
proximation solutions of the model is reasonable in order todetermine high quality
solutions for larger problem instances. Since we are not aware of any straight for-
ward neighborhood structure that preserves feasibility with respect to the numerous
constraints and which takes care of the cross-route schedule coordination, we pro-
pose to apply a structured random sampling of the search space. This sampling is
iterated by a genetic algorithm towards high quality model solution approximations.
The genetic search addresses the determination of a set of routes (plan). We use a
direct path representation, e.g. we use a multi-chromosomerepresentation for a plan
(Scḧonberger (2005)). A straightforward scheduling procedurewith postponement
options is incorporated that explicitly addresses the needfor a cross-route operation
starting time coordination during the schedule determination. This leads to the fol-
lowing constraint handling concept. The precedence constraint (C1) as well as the
capacity constraint (C2) and the area consistency constraint (C3) are syntactically
preserved. We propose a construction procedure that takes care about the fulfillment
of these three constraints and all subsequently applied operators preserve the feasi-
bility with respect to (C1), (C2) as well as (C3). Infeasibility with respect to (C4) as
well as (C5) is accepted but penalized during the evolutionary process. A population
management scheme is used that prefers those solution proposals with few or even
no violations of (C4) or (C5).

3.1 Plan Construction Procedure

Let op be an operation. An attributeattribute of this operation is labeled byop.attri−
bute. We use the following attributes to fully describe operation op: op.at (arrival
time of a vehicle serving this operation),op.st (starting time),op.servicetime (du-
ration of service),op.ct (finishing/completion time of operationop), op.lt (leaving
time of a vehicle assigned to this operation),op.req (reference to a request),op.type
(pickup or delivery operation),op.prec (reference to the direct predecessor ifop
is contained in a route) andop.next (direct successor). The attributeop.order is
used to link an operation with the donating order. In case that op is associated with
the collection request ofop.order then op.reqtype := COLLECT ION and in case
that OP is associated with the corresponding distribution requestof op.order it is
op.reqtype := DIST RIBUT ION.

A route trip is defined by two attributes which are both references: to a dummy
start operationtrip.start and to a dummy terminating operationtrip.stop. These two
operations are concatenated by settingtrip.start.next = trip.stop andtrip.stop.prev−
ious = trip.start. Since the dummy start operation has no predecessor operation, we
settrip.start.previous=NULL and since the dummy terminating operationtrip.stop
has no succeeding operation, we settrip.stop.next = NULL. The route of an unused
vehicle consists only of these two dummy operations. All routes form a plan. There-



(a) PROCEDURE PLANCONSTRUCT(P, ReqPerm)
(b) initialize plan(P);
(c) for i = 1 to m
(d) initialize route(P.tripi);
(e) for r = 1 to n
(f) CurReq = ReqPermr;
(g) select a vehiclev at random that fulfills area compatibility constraint (C3);
(h) generate operations belonging toCurReq and store them inA(v);
(i) next r;
(j) for i = 1 to m
(k) generate a permutationp of operations inA(i) at random feasible w.r.t (C1);
(l) insert operations fromA(i) into P.routei in the sequence determined byp;
(m) repeat
(n) identify requestr∗ belonging to first pickup operation where

a capacity exceeding is detected;
(o) move both operations belonging tor∗ to the begin or

to the end ofP.routei (random decision);
(p) until (feasibility w.r.t. (C2) is achieved);
(q) next i;
(r) end;

Fig. 4 Pseudo-code for the plan generation procedure

fore, a planp consists of an arrayp.route1, ..., p.routem of references to the routes of
the availablem vehicles. Lettripi denote the route of vehiclei thenp.routei = tripi.

The proposed plan generation procedure does not aim at identifying plans with
a quite low objective function value but it is intended to re-use this procedure to
generate a collection of quite diverse individuals dispersed over the search space.
Feasibility with respect to (C1)-(C3) is guaranteed but feasibility with respect to (C4)
as well as (C5) is not guaranteed. The plan generation is controlled by a permutation
of the available requests, e.g. calling the procedure with two different permutations
generate two different plans.

The pseudo-code of the plan generation procedure is shown inFig. 4. First, an
empty planP is initialized (b) and all neededm routes containing only the dummy
start and end operations are added to the plan (c)-(d). Second, all n requests are ran-
domly distributed among the availablem vehicles (e)-(i). Each loop execution starts
with the identification of the next request to be assigned to avehicle (f). A vehicle
that operates in the region of the currently considered request is randomly selected
(g). Third, the visiting sequences are determined for allm routes (j)-(q). A random
sequence respecting the precedence constraint is instantiated (k) and the operations
assigned to vehiclev are consecutively inserted into the routeP.routev in the sequence
determined by the proposed permutation (v). The proposed permutation is modified
until no capacity exceeding is detected anymore (m)-(p). Incase that such a capacity
exceeding is detected, the first operation leading to this exceeding (this must be a
pickup operation) is identified and the associated request is fetched (n). In order to
heal the capacity exceeding it is arbitrarily decided whether the two operations be-
longing to this request are positioned at the beginning or atthe end of the permutation
(o). After the capacity exceeding has been solved, the next route is determined. Fi-
nally, the generated solution proposal (plan) is feasible with respect to (C1), (C2) as
well as (C3).



(a) PROCEDURE SCHEDULE(P);
(b) for r = 1 to m;
(c) OP := P.router.start;
(d) OP.at := 0.0;
(e) OP.st := 0.0;
(f) OP.ct := 0.0;
(g) OP.lt := 0.0;
(h) OP := OP.next;
(i) while( OP.next 6= NULL )
(j) OP.at := OP.previous.lt

+ TravelTime[OP.previous][OP];
(k) OP.st := OP.at;
(l) OP.ct := OP.st + OP.servicetime;
(m) OP.lt := OP.ct;
(n) OP := OP.next;
(o) wend;
(p) next r;

Fig. 5 Basic forward-scheduling procedure

3.2 Inter-Route Operations Scheduling with Postponement

Operation scheduling refers to the determination of the operation starting times in the
routes of a planP. Typically, operations are scheduled to start as early as possible in
order to prevent unproductive idle times of machines and staff ( left-to-right schedul-
ing or forward scheduling). In the context of vehicle routing, a pickup or a delivery
operation starts immediately after the corresponding vehicle has arrived from the pre-
viously visited location. The pseudo-code of such a forward-scheduling procedure for
the determination of the schedule of a given planp is given in Fig. 5. For each of the
given m routes the arrival timeatmi of vehiclem at i node is calculated recursively
along the proposed route as well as the operation starting time stmi, the operation
completion timectmi, and the leaving timeltmi. The procedure starts with the selec-
tion of the next route (b). The following loop (c)-(o) is repeated for all subsequent
routes. Each loop starts with setting the operation pointerOP to the dummy start op-
eration of the currently considered route (c). All four timeattributes are set to 0.0 for
this operation (d)-(g). The direct successor operation of the start operation is selected
(h). The following loop of the schedule construction steps (j)-(n) is repeated until
the scheduling decisions for the dummy end operation in the current route have been
made. Each loop starts with the determination of the arrivaltime which is set to the
leaving time from the previously visited operation location plus the travel time to the
location of the currently considered operation (j). The associated loading or unload-
ing operation is scheduled to start immediately after the location has been reached
(k) and the operation completion time is calculated (l). As soon as the operation is
completed the considered vehicle leaves the currently considered operation (m). The
loop is completed by selecting the next operation in the considered route (n).

The application of the procedureSCHEDULE determines the earliest arrival,
starting, finishing as well as leaving times along a given route. Waiting times are
not inserted at any position in the route so that the execution duration of a route
is minimized. The order in which the routes are scheduled does not influence the



(a) PROCEDURE POSTPONEMENT(P; VEHSEQ);
(b) for r = 1 to m;
(c) op := P.route[V EHSEQ[r]].start;
(d) OP.at := 0.0;
(e) OP.st := 0.0;
(f) OP. f t := 0.0;
(g) OP.lt := 0.0;
(h) OP := OP.next;
(i) while( OP.next 6= NULL )
(j) OP.at := OP.previous.lt

+ TravelTime[OP.previous][OP];
(k) OP.st := OP.at;
(l) if (OP.reqtype = DIST RIBUT ION )



































check for post-
ponement ofop

(m) if (OP.type = PICKUP )
(n) if (OP.order.r1.delivery operation already scheduled)
(o) OP.st := OP.order.r1.delivery operation.ct +T T min

(p) end;
(q) end;
(r) end;
(s) OP.ct := OP.st + OP.duration;
(t) OP.lt := OP.ct;
(u) OP := OP.next;
(v) wend;
(w) next r;

Fig. 6 Scheduling procedure with postponement

scheduling decisions at all because no coordination of the scheduling decision made
in a route with previously made scheduling decisions in other routes are needed.
However, the inter-route coordination of starting and completion times imposed by
the synchronization constraints (1)-(3) requires the consideration of scheduling de-
cisions made for operations contained in previously scheduled routes. Hence, the
sequence in which the routesPLAN.route1, ...,PLAN.routem are scheduled is impor-
tant since previously determined operation starting / completion times of operations
impose implicit time windows for the so far unscheduled operations. In order to pre-
vent operations from starting to early, we propose the following modification of the
basic procedure described above. The scheduling sequence for the vehicles of the
operations is determined by a vehicle permutationV EHSEQ.

With respect to the DARP-TSC the major deficiency of the simple scheduling
procedure proposed in Fig. 5 is the missing of features to establish an inter-route
operation starting time coordination of operations belonging to the same order. More
concretely, letv1 and v2 be the two vehicles assigned to the collection requestr1

respectively to the associated distribution requestr2. Let op1 be the reference to the
delivery operation ofv1 at the central transfer hub and letop2 be the reference to
the pickup operation ofv2 associated withr2 at the transfer hub. If the operation
completion timeop1.ct has already been fixed then the procedureSCHEDULE does
not coordinateop1.ct with op2.st so that the consideration of the least transfer time
cannot be guaranteed.

In order to equip the procedureSCHEDULE to take care about the needed coor-
dination of operation starting and completion times, we insert the steps (l) to (r) into
the scheduling procedure as shown in Fig. 6. The basic idea isto try to postpone the



starting time of the currently considered pickup operationop2 in the route of vehicle
v2 serving the distribution request if the associated operation in the second vehiclev1

has already been scheduled (l)-(n). Here, postponing the operation means that the op-
eration starting timeop2.st is set to at leastop1.ct +T T max time units if possible (o).
However, such a postponement guarantees a reduction or prevention of missed least
transfer times only if the route serving the collection request of an order is scheduled
before the route containing the associated distribution request. In this case the pickup
starting time of the distribution request can be shifted to the right so that it starts at
leastT T max time units after the associated delivery operation of the respective col-
lection order (postponement). In all other cases, the consideration of the least transfer
time cannot be guaranteed.

3.3 Comparison of Plans and Population Ranking

In order to make different plans comparable, we evaluate each planPOPi with re-
spect to (i) the sum of makespan exceeding in all routesEMS(POPi) (ii) the sum
ESY NC(POPi)of exceeding of the synchronization constraints and (iii) the objective
function valueED(POPi), which is the sum of the travel distance of all routes.

POPi1 ≻ POPi2 ⇔















































EMS(POPi1)≤ EMS(POPi2) or

EMS(POPi1) = EMS(POPi2)
∧ESY NC(POPi1)≤ ESY NC(POPi2) or

EMS(POPi1) = EMS(POPi2)
∧ESY NC(POPi1) = ESY NC(POPi2)
∧ED(POPi1)≤ ED(POPi2)

(4)

We define planPOPi1 to be superior to another planPOPi2 if POPi1 ≻ POPi2
as defined by (4). A planPOPi1 dominates another planPOPi2 if EMS(POPi1) ≤
EMS(POPi2). In case that both proposals have a common makespan evaluation then
POPi1 dominatesPOPi2 if and only ifESY NC(POPi1)≤ESY NC(POPi2). In ESY NC(POP)
all exceeding of theT T min-values,T T max-values as well ofODmax-thresholds found
in the solution proposalPOP are stored. If both individuals exhibit the sameEMS()̇-
value as well as the sameESY NC(·)-value thenPOPi1 dominatesPOPi2 if and only if
the traveled distances inPOPi1 are less than the traveled distances inPOPi2 which is
equal toED(POPi1)≤ ED(POPi2).

3.4 Hill Climbing and Constraint Violation Repair

Fig. 7 shows a hill-climbing procedure that is applied to each generated solution
proposal in order to reduce the number of constraint violations w.r.t to (C4). Fur-
thermore, this procedure tries to reduce the total travel distance sum (the objective
function value). First, a tentative operation scheduling is made (b). Second, with the



(a) Function HILLCLIMBER( PLAN, V EHSEQ)
(b) POSTPONEMENT(PLAN,V EHSEQ);
(c) DURATION REPAIR(PLAN);
(d) 2-OPT(PLAN);
(e) end;

Fig. 7 Hill-Climbing and Repair Procedure

goal to reduce the number of routes that exceed the maximal allowed route duration
(C4) the routingDURAT ION REPAIR(PLAN) is called (c). This procedure executes
the following steps until no further exceeding of the maximal allowed route duration
is possible. (i) all route durations are determined. (ii) routes are sorted by duration
in a decreasing order (iii) from the top-ranked route randomly selected requests are
shifted into other randomly selected routes until the top-ranked route does not ex-
ceed the maximal allowed duration any more. The target routeis selected so that no
maximal duration exceeding is achieved after the insertion. If such a target route is
unavailable, then the procedureDURAT ION REPAIR(PLAN) is stopped. As soon as
the shifting of a request solves the maximal duration exceeding the procedure jumps
to step (i) again. Third, it is tried to reduce the total travel distance by applying the
2-opt heuristic to each individual route contained in the proposalPLAN (d).

3.5 Genetic Search Procedure Overview

A memetic algorithm (MA) incorporates a genetic search framework and local search
procedure. Fig. 8 shows the here used MA. It deploys aλ + µ population model
(Grefenstette, 2000) to evolve a population ofPopSize plansPOP1, . . . ,POPPopSize

over several iterations until the termination criteriaTermCrit is fulfilled. In each iter-
ationPopSize offspring plans are generated from the existingPopSize parental plans.
The set of parental plans is merged with the set of offspring proposals into a tempo-
rary set of 2·PopSize plans and thePopSize highest evaluated plans (according to≻)
form the next population of plans.

A set of 2· PopSize plans is created in the population construction phase (b)-
(h). The generation of planPOPi starts with the determination of a random request
permutation (c). This request permutation controls the construction of the routes (d).
Next, a vehicle permutation is determined (e) that is forwarded to the hill climbing
procedure (f). After all 2·PopSize plans have been generated and processed by the
hill climbing procedure, the set of plans is sorted according to≻ and re-numbered,
e.g.POP1 is now the highest valued plan (h).

The plansPOPPopSize+1, . . . ,POP2·PopSize are replaced iteratively byPopSize new
plans (i)-(ae) until the termination criterion is fulfilled. First, the so far best found plan
is saved and put in the temporary population (j). Second, theremainingPopSize−
1 offspring plans are created using recombination, mutation and duplication (k)-
(y). With probability pxo the next offspring is created by recombination (n)-(p) two
parental plans are draw from the parental population using proportional roulette wheel
selection (n)-(o) and the offspring plan is generated by a recombination operator (p).
In all other cases a parental plan is selected by proportional roulette wheel selec-



(a) Function MEMETIC ALGORITHM(PopSize, pxo, pmut , TermCrit)
(b) for i=1 to 2·PopSize;
(c) ReqPerm := generate random permutation of requests;
(d) PLANCONSTRUCT(POPi, ReqPerm);
(e) VehSeq := determinevehiclesequence();
(f) HILLCLIMBER( POPi, VehSeq);
(g) next i;
(h) evaluate and sort arrayPOP according to≻, renumber array elements;
(i) repeat
(j) POPPopSize+1 := copy(POP1);
(k) for i=2 to PopSize;
(l) p := random value from interval[0;1];
(m) if p ≤ pxo then
(n) i∗1 = roulettewheel selection from set{1,2, . . . ,PopSize};
(o) i∗2 = roulettewheel selection from set{1,2, . . . ,PopSize};
(p) POPPopSize+i := crossover(POPi∗1

,POPi∗2
);

(q) else
(r) i∗ = random value from set{1,2, . . . ,PopSize};
(s) POPPopSize+1 := copy(POPi∗ );
(t) end if;
(u) p := random value from interval[0;1];
(v) if p ≤ pmut then
(w) mutate(POPPopSize+i);
(x) end if;
(y) next i;
(z) for i=PopSize to 2·PopSize;
(aa) VehSeq := determinevehiclesequence();
(ab) HILLCLIMBER(POPi, VehSeq);
(ac) next i;
(ad) evaluate and sort arrayPOP according to≻, renumber array elements;
(ae) until TermCrit is fulfilled;
(af) return POP1;
(ag) end;

Fig. 8 Pseudo-code of the Memetic Algorithm

tion (r) and copied into the temporary population (s). Each generated offspring plan
is randomly varied with probabilitypmut (u)-(y). Third, all generated offspring plans
are evaluated and the required scheduling decisions are made in the hill climbing pro-
cedure (z)-(ac). An iteration terminates with the sorting of the temporary population
according to≻ (ad). The MA returns the best found plan as solution as soon asthe
termination criterion has been fulfilled (af).

The incorporated rank-based selection scheme ensures thatindividuals with the
smallest constraint violation sum are preferentially transferred into the next popula-
tion. Applying this reproduction scheme first eliminates the individuals that lead to
makespan exceeding, next the synchronization constraint violations are remedied and
finally, the travel distance is minimized.

3.6 Search Operators

The search trajectories are evolved by interchanging information among two search
trajectories (cross-over) and by randomly varying individual search trajectories (mu-



tation). Both operators vary assignments of requests to vehicle(s) as well as operation
sequences in a route. However, the offspring are feasible w.r.t. (C1) and (C3). The
parental routes are consecutively recombined using the mppx-operator (Scḧonberger,
2005) for cross-over operations. If an offspring is mutatedthen one of the following
plan modification steps is selected randomly and applied to the plan:

1. A non-empty route is selected at random. A sub-route of this selected route is
arbitrarily labeled (including associated pickup and delivery operations). The la-
beled operations are shifted to another randomly selected route where all labeled
operations are inserted between two existing operations without varying their se-
quence.

2. A non-empty route is selected at random. In this route an operation is selected at
random. This selected operation is arbitrarily re-positioned into the selected route
but the precedence constraint (C1) feasibility is still preserved.

3. A non-empty route is selected at random. In this route bothoperations associ-
ated with a request served in this route are labeled, moved toanother randomly
selected route where they are inserted randomly so that (C1)as well as (C3) are
respected.

4. The longest route in the plan is selected. All requests areshifted away from this
route and are inserted at different randomly selected routes. Again, (C1) as well
as (C3) are respected.

5. A arbitrarily selected sub-route of a randomly chosen non-empty route is inverted
but (C1) remains considered

6. A arbitrarily selected sub-route of a randomly chosen non-empty route is shifted
inside the donating route (C1 remains considered).

4 Computational Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

In order to keep the variety of possible problem instance configurations on a man-
ageable level, we have fixed the time period in which all vehicle operations are to be
completed to[0;10000]. In addition, we have set the maximal allowed transfer time
T T max at the central transfer hub to 10000 time units.

We have generated several test instances seeded by the values {1;2;3;4;5}. The
covered service area is the square[−300;300]× [−300;300]. The central transfer hub
is located at the origin(0;0). Again, two separate non-overlapping service regions are
defined. RegionA comprises all locations in which the first component of the (x;y)-
coordinates is< 0 but RegionB comprises all points in the aforementioned square
which have an x-components> 0.

The general set up comprises 25 orders, so that 50 requests are contained in a test
case. 100 operations must be scheduled. We consider onlyA B- andBA -orders.
The parameterρ ∈ {50%;75%;100%} determinates the percentage ofA B-orders
and therefore expresses the balance of passenger flows between the two regions. Each
order requires the movement of one person.



Table 2 Total Travel Distances

ODmax T T min ρ
0.5 0.75 1.00

10000 0 6313 6023 3954
100 6869 6222 3910

2000 0 8996 8466 6428
100 9575 8939 6517

The available fleets in both regions contains 3 vehicles each. Both fleets have their
depot at the central transfer hub so that all vehicle routes originates from there and
terminates there. Since we want to focus on temporary aspects in the here reported
experiments we do not consider scarce vehicle resources. For this reason, we assume
that each vehicle has sufficient capacity.

Overall, we generate| {1;2;3;4;5} | · | {50%;75%;100%} |=5 · 3=15 test in-
stances. We apply the proposed MA to each instance using different parameter set-
tings for the least transfer timeT T min as well as the maximal OD-transfer time
ODmax. We use the valuesT T min ∈ {0;100} as well asODmax ∈ {2000;10000}. In
total, we have now 15·2 ·2= 60 problem instances. Since the MA is a randomized
procedure we repeat each problem instance processing with 3different seedings so
that 180 individual optimization experiments are conducted.

The MA maintains a population of 200 individuals, the crossover probability as
well as the mutation probability are set to 100%. The geneticsearch trajectory evo-
lution is terminated as soon as the average objective function of a population is not
improved for 20 consecutive iterations. For the schedulingprocedure, we use the
generic vehicle sequence 0,1, . . . ,5.

4.2 Report and Discussion of Results

Table 2 contains the averagely observed traveled distances. These values initiates
the first analysis with the goal to find out which problem parameters have the most
severe impact(s) on the objective function value. First, the increase of the minimal
transfer timeT T min seems to influence the travel distance only slightly. At most9%
increase are observed. Second, the increase of the travel distance after a reduction of
the maximal OD-transfer timeODmax is more severe. Here we observe an increase
varying between 40% up to 67% ifODmax is reduced from 10000 down to 2000.
Third, also the impact of moving the system from an imbalanced flow situation(ρ =
1.00) towards a balanced flow situation (ρ = 0.50) is remarkable. We observe an
increase of the traveled distance between 30% and 76%. We conclude that the degree
of imbalance as well as the allowed OD-transfer time have themost significant impact
of the objective function value.

The analysis of the number of used vehicles (Table 3) revealsthe following.
First, sharping the synchronization constraints implies an increase in the number of
needed vehicles. Second, in an imbalanced flow situation thenumber of needed vehi-
cles tends to be higher compared to a situation with balancedOD-demand although
the total traveled distances are less. Third, the difference between deployed type-A -



Table 3 Number of Used Vehicles (type-A ;type-B)

ODmax T T min ρ
0.5 0.75 1.00

10000 0 2.07 (1.00;1.07) 2.14 (1.07;1.07) 2.07 (1.07;1.00)
100 2.13 (1.00;1.13) 2.47 (1.07;1,40) 2.07 (1.07;1.00)

2000 0 4.00 (1.87;2.13) 4.00 (1.80;2.20) 4.20 (2.00;2.20)
100 4.14 (2.07;2.07) 4.20 (1.87;2.33) 4.33 (1.93;2.40)

Table 4 Contribution of Waiting Time at Central Transfer Hub to RouteDuration

ODmax T T min ρ
0.5 0.75 1.00

10000 0 9% 19% 34%
100 13% 24% 35%

2000 0 29% 30% 35%
100 31% 33% 39%

Table 5 Average Transfer Time at the Central Transfer Hub (Squared Deviation)

ODmax T T min ρ
0.5 0.75 1.00

10000 0 42 (36) 112 (138) 46 (66)
100 270 (92) 261 (76) 141 (59)

2000 0 154 (78) 164 (90) 133 (66)
100 250 (90) 252 (62) 259 (76)

Table 6 Average OD-Transfer Time (Squared Deviation)

ODmax T T min ρ
0.5 0.75 1.00

10000 0 1845 (443) 2134 (428) 1954 (324)
100 2146 (422) 2326 (470) 2053 (284)

2000 0 1339 (146) 1375 (164) 1281 (158)
100 1387 (135) 1399 (162) 1392 (184)

vehicles and type-B-vehicles increases as soon as an imbalanced flow situation turns
into an imbalanced flow situation or if the maximal OD-transfer time is reduced.

The contribution of waiting times to the total route duration is worse in the situa-
tion of imbalanced passenger flow (more than 30%) as shown in Table 4.

In case of a balanced (ρ = 0.50) or semi-balanced flow situation (ρ = 0.75) the
averagely observed transfer time is higher than the transfer time observed in average
in the one-direction flow situation (ρ = 1.00) which is concluded from the results pre-
sented in Table 5. Also the variation of the individual waiting time is higher then. We
suppose that in the first two mentioned situations vehicle trips last longer if collection
requests are commonly fulfilled with distribution requestsby the same vehicle. How-
ever, this aspect requires further experiments and analysis. The resulting research will
be reported in another manuscript currently in preparation. The average OD-transfer
time seems to be maximal in case that the flow situation is undecided (ρ = 0.75) as
shown in Table 6.



Table 7 Total Travel Distances observed with RV-(left) and with LR-vehicle scheduling sequences (right)

ODmax T T min ρ ρ
0.5 0.75 1.00 0.5 0.75 1.00

10000 0 6298 6054 4040 6285 6053 3996
100 6800 6069 3945 6727 6204 4019

2000 0 9713 8922 6674 8843 8542 6717
100 9580 9120 6398 9492 9221 7757

4.3 Impact of the Route Evaluation Sequence

With the goal to investigate the impact of the vehicle scheduling sequence during the
scheduling determination, we have compared the generic vehicle sequence 0,1, . . . ,5
with two additionally defined sequences. The first one, RV (short for random vehicle
sequence), selects the next vehicle to be scheduled at random. The second one, LR
(short for longest routes first), starts with the schedule determination of the route that
terminates at the latest, followed by the route that terminates second latest, and so on.

Table 7 contains the travel distances observed in the two repeated computational
experiments. We see that RV-sequences do not succeed in improving the objective
function value. If the maximal transfer timeODmax is reduced (ODmax = 2000) and
if inbound as well as outbound requests are balanced (ρ = 50%) then LR-sequences
outperform the generic sequence. We observe travel distance reductions in these ex-
periments. One reason might be that the number of actually deployed vehicles is
significantly larger than 1 for each region so that a sequencevariation lead to another
schedule. IfODmax = 10000 then the final number of deployed vehicles is nearly
one per region so that a variation of the scheduling sequenceis useless. However,
for ρ = 1.00 LR-sequence-based search fails to outperform the generic scheduling
sequences. We do not know the reason for this result and will investigate this issue in
upcoming experiments.

5 Conclusions

We have presented the DARP-TSC that represents the typical dispatching scenario in
an on-demand public transport system if temporal customer convenience restrictions
are to be considered. These restrictions let the decision models become so complex
that only quite small instances (6 orders with 6 vehicles) can be solved to optimality
using modern solver technology in an acceptable time less than one hour. In order to
enable the investigation of larger scenarios we have developed a genetic search-based
metaheuristic approach. Within computational experiments we have demonstrated
its general appropriateness to generate high quality solutions of larger DARP-TSC
instances with 25 orders in less than 5 minutes.

The major observation is that the impact of the extend of least guaranteed transfer
time T T min is rather small. Both the maximal acceptable OD-transfer timeODmax as
well as the transport flow equilibrium degree in a region are more important for the
actually achieved travel distance sum.



Future investigations will address issues related to the understanding of the im-
pacts of different vehicle scheduling sequences. Here, instances with a larger number
of orders as well as vehicles will be investigated. In addition, the impacts of limiting
the maximal transfer time at the central hub is subject of already initiated computa-
tional investigations.
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